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The Arts as a Cultural and Economic
Factor in World Trade
STANLEY S. MADEJA*

The United Nations is fast approaching its fiftieth year. The
Charter under which it was formed was created during the last years
of World War II. Harry Truman was President of the United States
and inherited the vision from Franklin D. Roosevelt who had committed the United States to involvement in this new consortium of
nations. The United States historically had not been receptiye to
international entanglements and rejected membership in these organizations since its warning by the country's first President-George
Washington. The most dramatic example was the rejection of the
League of Nations that President Woodrow Wilson had championed.
One of Truman's first administrative decisions was to aggressively
support the United States membership in the United Nations. Truman's leadership and support for the United Nations was based on a
belief that the United States must take a leading role in international
affairs because of the leadership position it assumed in World War
II.
II.

THE CULTURAL VISION OF

1945

The Dumbarton Oaks Conference created the broad outlines of
the new organization and the San Francisco Conference drafted the
Charter. Since 1945, the United Nations has taken on many different
roles and positions in economic, social, political and international
affairs. However, the United Nations has been for the most part an
organization concerned with the tranquility of the globe. Its main
function is to promote peace among nations, and a major part of its
resources are directed toward that outcome. However, within the
Charter of the United Nations, there were other mandates and concerns. The one central to this paper is the role of the United Nations
and its constituent organizations in culture and the arts. The Charter
addresses this area in the United Nations' statement of purpose,
specifically in Article 1, Sections three and four:
* Ph.D., University of Minnesota. The author presently is the Dean of the
College of Visual and Performing Arts at Northern Illinois University.
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3) [t]o achieve international cooperation in solving international problems of economic, social, cultural or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for
human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without
distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion;
4) [t]o be a center for harmonizing the actions of nations
in the attainment of these common ends.'
These two sections provide the context for how the arts and
culture enter into the activities, programs, and mission of the United
Nations. The purpose of achieving international cooperation and
cultural or humanitarian endeavors is the area where the United
Nations and constituent groups have concentrated most of their
activities. The other purpose "to be a center for harmonizing the
actions of nations" was directed toward achieving political, social, or
military consensus on different world issues, but could be construed
as bringing harmony between nations by other means. The arts and
culture could be one of those means, and is the larger context or
vision of what the arts and culture could have contributed to world
peace in 1945.
A more pragmatic and functional manifestation of the organization's cultural mission resides within its provisions to provide
connections to other organizations, or assist in the creation of constituent organizations that would further the aims or missions of the
United Nations. The one most befitting of that definition and the one
that has been the leader in cultural cooperation and preservation has
been UNESCO. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization was made a constituent organization in 1946, and
adopted its constitution shortly after the close of World War II on
November 16, 1945, at a United Nations Conference in London. The
purpose of the organization as outlined in its Constitution is as
follows:
The purpose of the organization is to contribute to peace
and security by promoting collaboration among the nations
through education, science and culture in order to further
universal respect for justice, for the law and for the human
rights and fundamental freedoms which are affirmed for the
peoples of the world, without distinction of race, sex, language
or religion by the Charter of the United Nations.
1.
TARY AND

LELAND M.

DOCUMENTS

GOODRICH ET AL.,

25 (3d ed. 1969).

CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS: COMMEN-
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1) [Clollaborate in the work of advancing the mutual
knowledge and understanding of peoples, through all means
of mass communication and to that end promote such international agreements as may be necessary to promote the free
flow of ideas by word and image;
2) Give fresh impulse to popular education and to the
spread of culture; [b]y collaborating with members, at their
request, in the development of educational activities; [bly
instituting collaboration among the nations to advance the
ideal of quality of educational opportunity without race, sex
or any distinctions, economic or social; [b]y suggesting educational methods best suited to prepare the children of the
world for the responsibilities of freedom;
3) Maintain, increase and diffuse knowledge; [b]y assuring
the conversation and protection of the world's inheritance of
books, works of arts and monuments of history and science,
and recommending to the nations concerned the necessary
international conventions; [b]y encouraging co-operation among
the nations in all branches of intellectual activity, including
the international exchange of persons active in the fields of
education, science and culture, and the exchange of publications, objects of artistic and scientific interest and other materials of information; [bly initiating methods of international
co-operation calculated to give the people of all countries
access to the printed and published materials produced by any
2
of them.
The mandate for UNESCO is descriptive of the hope of its
founders to promote international collaboration and cooperation
through the arts and culture, and develop communication systems
which advance knowledge. UNESCO's founders also hoped to educate
a world population in and about the arts and cultures through a world
organization which has a humanitarian and cultural mission.
UNESCO has done this in a variety of ways. The results of the
last half century of activities has resulted in a number of programs
which promote this mission. A brief overview of UNESCO and the
range of its cultural and arts activities are illustrative of the scope
and content of the organization's vision. First and foremost, the
organization was concerned with the traditional disciplines in the arts
and bringing them together in ways which foster international coop2. EDMUND J. OSMANCZYK, THE ENCLYOPEDIA OF UNITED NATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS 935-36 (1985).
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eration. It created or absorbed a number of international organizations
which were in the disciplines of music, art, theater, dance, literature,
the media arts, film, television, photography, and electronic imaging.'
Further, UNESCO promoted international exchanges of faculty, international projects, and university programs through these organizations. Its educational mission in the arts was to educate its audience
through publications, conferences, and the media about the importance of a world view of the arts. Moreover, UNESCO has been very
concerned about the preservation and awareness of the art treasures
of various countries. Its role in the saving of Abu Simbel, the great
pharaonic sculpture in Egypt, from the flooding of the Nile is an
example of what UNESCO can contribute to the preservation of
significant works of art. The major program areas of UNESCO
contain activities which are for the common good, and propagate or
inform individuals and countries about contributions that the arts and
culture can make to human kind. UNESCO uses the arts as an
international language to bring harmony between the nations of the
world. This was the vision of 1945.

III.

THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE ARTS AND ARTS
INDUSTRY SINCE

1945

At the time that the United Nations was formed, World War II
was coming to a close and the United States was a nation which was
making a transition from a war to a peace economy. The period
immediately after the War, from 1945 to the early 1950s, was one of
economic uncertainty and transition in lifestyles. During this period,
the arts were not the primary concern of the country, but after the
soldiers' return, the nation moved to normalize its economy from its
previous war, and the cultural welfare and the infrastructure of the
country became more important. Three directions for the arts emerged
in the period from 1945 to the 1990s. Non-profit corporations in the
form of cultural organizations developed and engaged more of the
population in the arts, government became involved in arts funding
and the arts became a commodity within the nation's economy
creating the arts industry.
The last half of this century could be described as a renaissance
for the arts in the United States in that most of the indicators for
growth in the arts were on an upward trend line. Cultural organizations flourished during this period. For example, the nation's art
museums expanded at an unbelievable rate. The United States govern3. Id.
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ment and the private sector 'invested huge amounts of monies and
talent for expansions of museum programs which reached millions of
people. The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York quadrupled
its collection and its space in that period and became one of the
premiere museums in the world. Regional museums constructed new
buildings and expanded their collections. For example, the Walker
Arts Center in Minneapolis has become a significant center for
contemporary American art. Attendance at museums is now at an all
time high.
Other art forms, such as theater which was centered in New
York, shifted to regions and cities such as Seattle, Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis, and Los Angeles. The regional movement in theater
has also broadened the geographic base of where plays are originated.
Premiere regional theaters such as the Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis,
created by the noted English director-Tyron Guthrie-have regularly
originated productions that have gone on beyond their own community and toured nationally and internationally. Demonstrating the
broad-based support for theater as an art form, Chicago has over 125
theater groups as part of their League of Chicago Theaters. In
addition, original productions regularly come from Chicago's premiere
non-profit theaters, such as Steppenwolf and The Goodman, to New
York and London. Dance, as an art form, has evolved as a major
part of the performing arts in the United States. Before World War
II, dance was centered in a few companies in New York. However,
companies in all forms of dance such as folk, contemporary, jazz, as
well as classical ballet, have been created as an exciting new dimension
of the performing arts and are located in venues outside of New
York.
These are but a few examples of the expansion of the arts in the
last half of the century which exemplifies the makeup of the new nonprofit sector of the arts in the United States. The non-profits in the
4
Chicago area make up about $700 million of the economy of Illinois.
In'a recent study on tourism and the arts, the Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey reported that the non-profit sector of the region
contributed $2.7 billion to the economy in 1992.1 The non-profit
segment has become the research and development arm of the arts
industry.
4. Louis H. MASOTT, ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS OF NON-PROFIT ARTS IN-

DUSTRY IN ILLINOIS

23 (1988).

5. THE PORT AUTH. OF N.Y. & N.J. ALLIANCE FOR THE ARTS, THE ARTS AS

AN INDUSTRY: THEIR ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE TO THE NEW YORK-NEW JERSEY METROPOLITAN REGION 2

(1993).
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Before World War II, government had little involvement in the
arts except for some activity in the 1930s as part of the Works
Progress Administration Program which employed artists. The arts
had not been a part of the structure of government in America.
However, a new player in the arts game emerged in the United States
in the 1960s, that of governmental agencies at local, state and national
levels. In 1962, the Kennedy adminstration appointed August Heckscher
as a special consultant to the President for the purposes of investigating what the federal government's role might be in promoting the
arts and culture within government and the nation.6 Three years later,
the National Endowment for the Arts and the National Endowment
for the Humanities were created as the first national governmental
agencies formally addressing the aesthetic and cultural welfare of the
country. The establishment of endowments at the federal level became
an incentive for a movement at the state and local level to develop
arts councils, which carried on similar activities and were tangentially
related to the national effort. Federal "start up" monies were provided to assist the creation of state arts councils in each of the states
and trust territories, with the provision that state monies would also
be allocated to support the long-term funding. Consequently, from
1970 to 1980, each of the trust territories and states established state
arts and humanities councils which have responsibility for cultural
and arts activities in each of the states. A further development was
that cities or regions established arts councils or cultural affairs
divisions of government to encourage and support arts activities. They
have proliferated and local arts councils now number in the thousands.
A third part of the development of the arts since 1945 is the arts
as an industry. Before World War II, music, for the most part, was
not a widely distributed commodity. It was only through the advent
of the radio and the development and sophistication of the recording
industry in the 1920s and 30s that music became a commodity that
could be distributed to a large audience. Previously, it was dependent
on the live artist, performing group or sheet music to transmit the
music to the audience. After World War II, however, the recording
industry and radio became major disseminators of the musical product. The acceleration in this industry has been dramatic since the
introduction of the audio cassette, the walkman type tape recorder,
and the audio disc. The music industry is now a major part of our
economy. Parallel to the music boom was the development of televi6. Harlan Hoffa, The History of the Idea, in
AGENDA FOR THE FUTURE

THE ARTS AND AESTHETICS: AN

61, 64-65 (Stanley S. Madeja ed. 1977).
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sion. Although television was introduced before the start of World
War II, it was not until shortly after the war that it became a
phenomena which changed Americans' lifestyle and communication
systems. The television industry offered many opportunities for the
arts to become mass marketed commodities, and became a vehicle for
artists to develop new art forms such as the music video. M.T.V. has
become one of the largest commodities in the arts industries through
a cable channel which shows a combination of images and sound.
Another part of the arts industry is electronic imaging and electronic
sound, one of the fastest growing segments of the computer hardware
and software markets. Chartrand summarized the critical role the
visual arts play in computer technology:
Art is the source of aesthetic technology. Aesthetic technology
is different from technical or functional design. Its impact on
consumer behavior involves elegance. If a consumer, in any
given culture, does not like the way a product looks, she or
he may not even try it. Beyond product design, art plays
another crucial role in the economy advertising-perhaps the
most pervasive aspect of the emerging knowledge economy,
and one in which global advertising agencies are struggling to
gain economies of world scale while confronting the cultural
specificity of global markets. 7
Thus, three major developments affected the economics of the last
part of the century which relate directly or indirectly to the arts and
culture, that of the non-profit arts industry, governmental support of
the arts, and the development of the television, radio, computer
imaging, and sound industries.
IV.

THE

ARTS AS AN

ECONOMIC

FORCE IN THE UNITED STATES

The result of the dramatic growth in arts since 1945 is that arts
commodities or product lines, cultural organizations, and arts-related
corporations are an integral part of our economy. A number of
economic impact studies have been conducted during this period which
describe the impact of the arts industry. These have been summarized
by the National Endowment for the Arts in a comprehensive report
submitted to the United States Congress and the President in 1992.1
7. HARRY H.
43 (1992).

ICANCE

CHARTRAND, THE AMERICAN ARTS INDUSTRY: SIZE AND SIGNIF-

8. NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS, THE ARTS IN AMERICA 1992: A
REPORT TO PRESIDENT AND TO CONGRESS V-2-8 (1992).
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The report gives the following clues as to what indicators or categories
are relevant to the arts industry: industrial output of goods and
services, consumer spending, and the employment of artists, and
growth of the work force in arts-related industries.
In the area of industrial output, the reported output statistics for
the literary, media, performing, and visual arts in the 1989 Gross
National Product ("GNP") was an estimated total dollar value of
$314 billion, or about six percent of the GNP. 9 It breaks down to the
literary arts accounting for $145.6 billion, media arts $147.2 billion,
the performing arts $14.3 billion and the visual arts $7.4 billion of
the total. 10 These figures are based on a 1989 Gross National Product
of $5,234 trillion." The report compared industrial output for the
arts with several other industries, for example, the output from the
arts industries in 1989 was greater than the construction industry,
which constituted 4.8 percent of the GNP, and was almost equal to
that of wholesale trade which was 6.9 percent of the GNP. 2 At 6
percent of the GNP, the creative arts industry has one-third the output
of the finance, insurance, and real estate industries' output of 17.2
percent. 3 In the area of consumer spending on the creative arts, the
report indicated that consumer spending as a percentage of after-tax
income in the performing arts increased from .07 percent in 1970 to
.12 percent in 1990.14 This is compared to spectator sports, which was
16 percent in 1970 and decreased to 11 percent in 1990.15 The
performing arts attracted more people in the 1980s than spectator
sports. 16
These statistics show how the arts have become an integral part
of the American economy. They describe the type of economic activity
which is having an impact on international trade and our balance of
payments. Commodities that are arts related, such as films, books,
records, television programs, clothing, furniture, and computer programs, are all major players in international markets, and have
become an element in our negative balance of payment problem.
Chartrand noted their significance:

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Id.at V-4.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
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In summary, the arts represent a very important industrial
sector of the American economy. They contribute between 5%
and 1006 of Gross National Product, measured net and gross
of marginal arts industries such as clothing and furniture,
respectively.
The arts industry accounts for between 3% and 5% of all
American exports, and for between 5% and 10% of all
imports. Relative to the total U.S. trade deficit, the arts
industry contributes between 130 and 45% of the deficit,
arts industries such as
measured net and gross of marginal
7
respectively.'
clothing and furniture,
The related industries such as electronic imaging and advertising are
a major ancillary and support industry for many of our corporations
and are also becoming major factors in international trade.
V.

THE ARTS AS A COMMODITY IN WORLD TRADE

The arts have become a major part of our own economy in the
United States and are now an important part of international trade.
The nature of the commodities that are being exported in this industry
are quite different than those that existed before World War II. It is
not simply a matter of finding markets for steel, wheat or manufactured products. Rather, it is finding a commodities group that relates
to the newer developments in technology. In fact, much of the success
of the arts industry can be related to the development of world
communication systems since World War II. The fact that electronic
images can be transmitted through satellite systems, and wire networks
in both conventional or fiber optic systems provides an audience for
the moving and still images and sound that were previously nonexistent. Also, the development of an imaging technology which is
applicable to practically every industry has become an arts-related
product. This is exemplified in the popularity of Edward R. Tufte's
writings on the visual presentation of data and information as described in his book "The Visual Display of Quantitative Information."' 8 The recording industry, especially that of music, is still
centered within the United States and together with the performance
arts industry are both a commodity and a persona-based industry.
However, these commodities pose a significant problem in three areas
in a world market, the ownership of the artifacts which are cultural
17.
18.

CHARTRAND,

EDWARD

R.

supra note 7, at 43.

TUFTE, VIsuAL DISPLAY OF QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION

(1983).
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treasures of a nation, the methods for arbitration and assignment of
intellectual property rights, and the establishing guidelines and regulations for ownership of electronic-age materials such as digitized
images and sound.
VI.

OWNERSHIP OF THE ARTS AND CULTURE

The artistic resource of a nation or a region has always been part
of the fabric or glue of its culture. The significance of works of art
as rallying points for a nation or a cause are well known. Picasso's
"Guernica" is a good example of the symbolism and the power that
an image by an artist can create, related to a political cause. This
now world-famous work was a protest to the bombing of the city of
Guernica, Spain, during the Spanish Civil War. The piece itself has
become a symbol of the Spanish nation as it now exists. The painting,
which resided in the United States for a number of years, was recently
returned to Spain, and now has a prominent place in a new museum,
the Reina Sofia Museum of Contemporary Art in Madrid. "Guernica"
is now owned by the Spanish people. It is but one example of the
intrinsic, cultural, political importance of artifacts and art works to
the national interest of a country. Many artifacts and treasures of
nations have been confiscated or stolen from their original locales
and reside in other countries. A classic example is the Elgin Marbles,
the decorative sculptural elements of the Parthenon, which have a
prominent place in the British Museum. The Greek government has
been negotiating for 100 years for their return. The art works that
were removed from Egypt and Mexico number in the thousands, and
are residing in either private or public collections in every world
museum of prominence. The questions are numerous. Who owns
these now priceless works of art? What is the process for establishing
ownership of artifacts? Should an international body or system be
designed to facilitate litigation or arbitration of disputed claims? For
example, a recent case involved the former King Michael of Romania
who departed in 1947 from his homeland with the Royal Art Collection of paintings, which included works by El Greco, Rembrandt,
Caravaggio and Breughel.' 9 The King fled to Switzerland and the
collection has been his property since his time of abdication. He has
since sold two of the works to major collections within the United
States, one being the Kimbell Art Museum in Fort Worth, Texas. The
King contends that the Royal Collection was a possession of the Royal
19. Richard Perez-Pena, Romania's King and His Country in Art Dual, N.Y.

TIMES, Sept. 14, 1993, at B4.
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Family and it is their property, not the country's. The Romanian
government disagrees. Two lawsuits by the Romanian government,
one filed in Switzerland and the other in a New York court in
Manhattan, to reclaim the collection are now pending. This case
suggests that it would be more appropriate for this problem to be
assigned to arbitration by a world body rather than to settle the
dispute in the courts.
VII.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

A second and more complex area for international trade is the
intellectual property rights issue. There are international agreements
in the publishing and recording industries in which countries have
agreed to respect national copyrights, and negotiate with the holder
of the copyrights permission to publish the work in their own country.
However, outside this group, gross violations of intellectual property
rights abound. A case in point, in a recent National Public Radio
interview, a Russian publisher, where he mentioned that the popular
Australian novel of a few years ago, "Thornbirds," was published in
Russia illegally. He estimated that some 14 million copies of the novel
were sold at a huge profit. This is but one example in trade book
publishing where there is a history of copyright agreements, and
violations still occur in countries that are not party to the international
agreements. Chartrand defined the importance of intellectual property
rights for the arts industry and the failure of the GATT negotiations
to address the problem.
Intellectual property rights provide the legal foundation for
the industrial organization of the arts and sciences. But legal
systems are products of specific cultures and different cultures
recognize differing creative rights. In this regard, and in
addition to problems about agriculture, GATT negotiations
are floundering due to these differences. This trade dispute
has implications not only for the global knowledge industry
20
but for cultural sovereignty of the post-modern nation state.
In music, there are similar restrictions upon duplication of musical works. This started with the sheet music and scores, when they
were the only means for distributing musical works, and extended
into the recorded musical works with the introduction of 78 RPM
records in the 1930s. The ability to copy sound recordings did not
become an issue until after World War II, when the magnetic tape
20.

CHARTRAND,

supra note 7, at 43.
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recorder was invented and music could be recorded either live, from
an FM radio signal or a record. The tape recording technology posed
a significant problem for the recording industry in that a record could
be easily duplicated at a cheaper price than buying the original work.
This was also true of the video image which early in its development
was not easily recorded. This changed with the invention of the video
tape recorder. It has become common practice to copy an image from
the television signal without any compensation to the owner and to
duplicate commercially produced video tapes. These inventions created
a new pirate industry which distributed audio and video tapes internationally. Yearly losses from the pirating of commercially recorded
materials is in the billions of dollars, as estimated by the Motion
Picture Association of America and the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences. The same problem is occurring in artsrelated computer software.
Intellectual property rights have become major issues for the
current rounds of the GATT. It was not until 1986 that the United
States persuaded the full General Agreement on Traffic and Trade
membership to include in the Uruguay Round a mandate for negotiations on trade-related aspects of the intellectual property problem. 21
In 1987, the United States presented to the working group of GATT
a proposal for intellectual property agreement. Among the provisions
of the proposal was a dispute resolution mechanism to settle intellectual property conflicts. The proposal was not adopted. The final
meetings of the Uruguay Round have brought the intellectual property
rights issue back to the table. At this writing, an issue centering on
the television and film industries which was the major stumbling block
to reaching a conclusion to negotiations has been deleted from the
final agreements. The French were against free distribution of American television programs and films, because of a threat to the French
culture and nationally subsidized and controlled TV and film industries of France. The United States' share of the European cinema
market in France in 1993 is about 75 percent compared to 60 percent
in 1984. This imbalance led to "tense negotiations over audiovisual
products. ' 22 The other nations of the European Union support France's
position.
21. Rodolphe J.A. De Seife, French and EEC Competition Law: GA TT and
U.S. Foreign Trade Policy Post-1992, 71 NEB. L. REV. 488, 547-48 (1992).

22. Charles Goldsmith & Charles Fleming, Film Industry in Europe Seeks
Wider Audience, WALL ST. J., Dec. 6, 1981, at BI.
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VIII.

COPYRIGHT AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA

Another area for further consideration is the question of "Who
owns an electronic image?" Having few legal precedents established,
this problem is exemplified in the area of photography. In the past,
when a photographer possessed the negative of a black and white
image, he or she protected the rights for reproduction of the image.
Today's photographer who is asked for permission to digitize his or
her original image and have it stored on a disc in a digital format,
thus making it available to anyone who has access to a disc, is in a
quandary as to how to proceed to protect the image. The nature of
compensation and control of the electronic image and digital sound
is a significant problem for the arts industry. Copyright laws in their
present forms do not cover the products of the new technology. The
present GATT talks cannot address this longer term issue. The need
to do so, however, is critical for future talks. Thus, there are two
major tasks for the legal profession in the area of intellectual properties law. First, there is a need to design a mechanism to arbitrate
copyright disputes regarding electronic works in a world forum so
that those individuals or companies who are producing original works
are protected and compensated. Second, guidelines and procedures
must be created for providing the same copyright protection of
electronic imaging and sound as now exist in print material.
CONCLUSION

The arts today pose a different problem than they did at the time
of the creation of the United Nations Charter. They are now commodity-oriented rather than people oriented and thus are more accessible to a world audience. The potential for the art market of the
next century is enormous if the communication giants of today create
the proposed networks, bringing images, sound, and text into every
home in the globe. The individuals who are able to create and
orchestrate the images, write the texts, and create the sound or music
are going to be extremely valuable human commodities in the future
and will control the knowledge base. This will be an extremely valuable
commodity in a sound/image society. Consequently, this is a factor
in world trade that will be increasingly important to all nations in the
next century, and the foundation for dissemination and ownership
must be created in this century. The issue is critical to future development of arts in the world community as their role in the world
economy continues to grow during the next decade. The dramatic
change in economic positioning of the arts in world trade, and their
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emergence as a major commodity in world markets were keystones in
our current round of trade talks and emphasize how important they
have become to the United States economy. American films produce
the second largest trade surplus, after airplane sales, of any American
industry.23
What, then, is the progress toward meeting the cultural vision of
1945? For the first time in our history as a world of nations, the
world community has the capability and the opportunity to communicate with the population in a multi-media format, i.e., sound,
imagery, language, and real time moving imagery. The capability
exists to transmit and convey information, almost instantaneously, so
that world cultures, world art forms, and world artists can interact in
ways which transcend geographic barriers. The communication system
provides a mechanism for every country to explain its own culture
and its significant contributions to the arts. This capability has
commercial and educational implications. It should assist us in arts
appreciation and provide a balanced view of the arts and cultures of
the world which would reach the idealistic goals set by the United
Nations and UNESCO in 1945. As many of us realize who are in the
arts, a benign neglect of the artistic accomplishments of cultures,
other than those which encompass the Western tradition, has been
the norm. This imbalance can be corrected through interactive networks, so that the information is not just a one-way but a two-way
communication between the user group and the individual delivering
the information, preventing the misuse of the networks as a propaganda mechanism.
However, the trade issues that are currently under discussion are
not as altruistic as the cultural vision of 1945. The arts have become
an economic battleground in which the issues go beyond the economic
concerns into the cultural domain. The French have been very adamant in current GATT talks about the necessity to preserve the French
culture at any costs. A free media market in the European Union
Nations would open up more markets and audiences for media
products from the United States. This would threaten the guidelines
set up in France and other European Union Nations which stipulate
that 50 percent of the programming on television must originate in
that country. This increases the necessity for communication and
information exchange, but calls for a structure and process in which
all can share the wealth without one part of the world exploiting the
other. So the message is somewhat muddled for the future, but it
23. Bernard Weinraub, Directors Fight Over GA TT's Final Cut and Print,

N.Y. TiMES, Dec. 12, 1993, at 24.
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does say that the arts have entered, through the communication media,
a new economic positioning in the world markets. They are now a
very large part of our economy and the economy of other countries.
The arts and culture are not without a price tag in this day and age
and their value is going to grow in the next century. The next step
for GATT is to address not the idealism expressed in the cultural
vision of 1945, but the reality of new commodities which are arts
based and service oriented with different needs than those of the
1940s.

